explainingtheir relevance.This paperback volume combines their contributions in stages from the HLA systemthroughlymphocytes, autoantibodies, immune complexesand macrophagesto the actual processes of joint destruction. It is therefore remarkably up-to-dateand its authors, editors and publishers are to be congratulated on their speed in producing this book. There are lotsof references and manyof theseare veryrecentor '1979in press'.
All young rheumatologists, and certainly those contemplatingor involvedin rheumatoidresearch, should read this work, if only to gain some picture of the complicated disease they are tackling. For the established rheumatologistthese papers are in tum stimulating, awe-inspiring, exasperating and then depressing, as one is reminded that all this brilliant work has not yet produced any advances in therapy. What they do bring home is that intensive treatment using potentially toxic immunosuppressive agents might best be given very early in the disease, when symptoms are mild, and not held back until the rheumatoid process has become established during treatment with only nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Perhaps intensive treatment, to be most effective, should be given at the stage when the diagnosis is still uncertain.
E N GLICK

Consultant Rheumatologist Chase Farm Hospital, Enfield
QJnfca) Otolaryngology A G D Maran & P M Stell (ed) pp 569 £36 Oxford: Blackwell Scientific 1979 This is an elegant book and a credit to its editors. As a text for postgraduate otolaryngology students it is unusual in two respects: first,the chapter titles offer discussions of selected topics rather than following the more traditional serial arrangement of headings; and secondly, although a little under 600 pages long, the book has been produced by 49 internationally-renowned contributors. This kind of organization involves some risks. The presentation of selected topics with different authors for each could lead to a collection of monographs. However,careful editorship here has orchestrated the many solo works into a well-organized whole, and only occasionally does the reader abruptly realize how many writers have been involved.
The editors indicate in their preface that the work is planned for students preparing for the final Fellowship, amongst other examinations. Nowadays it is indeed difficult to cover the wholefield of otolaryngology in a textbook of this length, to the depth necessary for a final Fellowship candidate; and brevity has not been achieved without cost. Some subjects are handled so scantily thnt the student will almost certainly have to consult other works for comprehensivecoverage.
In general the illustrationsare excellent,and the editors have achieved uniformity of appearance that too often is lacking in multiple authorship works. Aclear, accurate indexcompletesthe book; and it can be warmly welcomed. The best chapters are vested with an authority to be found only when experts write within their fieldof special interest, and are superb. Planning and Health' and on 'Fertility and lactation' are models of modern thinking and will educate even the cognoscente. Sterilization, menstrual regulation, abortion and the law in relation to birth control are all presented within an international perspective, and chapters on future developments and on resources available for research and for establishing new programmesare highly informative, if somewhat depressing.
HAROLD LUDMAN
Consultant ENT Surgeon
The main theme of the book is that although argument continues as to why people in poor countries fail to accept family planning as efficiently as do the rich, the truth is that they have never reallybeen offeredit on a wide scale.Several of the programmes described have shown that when contraception is made available in a culturally-acceptablewayand with efficient distribution, not only is it accepted but even in the poverty of Howrah people willactually pay to acquire it. The plea is for the provisionoflocally-adapted schemes properly integrated into the communities they serve, rather than for the mere provisionof money and technical assistance through the bureaucratic and medical establishments who, by their nature and urban concentration, are seldomin touch with poor people.
P L C DIGGORY
Short-term Consultant in FamilyPlanning World HealthOrganization
The IllusoryFreedom. Graham Heath £2.95 London: Heinemann Medical 1978 This account of the intellectual origins and social consequences of the sexual 'revolution' will be welcomed by all those who wish to take stock of the benefits and disadvantages of sexual freedom. In a well-researched book, Mr Heath expresseshis concern that removalof established guidelinesmay herald a greater tyranny.
VICTOR BLOOM
Editor
